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Chipping Sodbury 1st XV – 21 

Chew Valley 1st XV – 21 

 
The Ridings is no place for the faint hearted when the weather turns. Chew Valley must be 
used to meteorological madness as they started like a runaway train. The hosts were forced 
into an extended period of defence where the usual suspects – Dave Turner and Jason 
Petchey – tackled heroically, augmented by Dan Cole, who turned in another snarling 
Cerberus-like performance. Chew had a try on 8 minutes when Sodbury ran out of numbers 
after being skilfully pulled left and right. They had another try 10 minutes later, which 
originated on halfway at a scrum. This time the Sodbury defence was more charitable, 
allowing Chew some continuity and making ill-timed tackles across the park.  

However, during this opening quarter, Sodbury had strung together some thunderous 
handling manoeuvres and competed robustly at the breakdown. The tide started to turn 
when an attacking Chew lineout was single-handedly dismantled by Matt Cook. Next was 
Dan Bradley stripping the ball away in a maul; now the men in black believed.  

Sodbury ended the half one man down due to a yellow card: this only seemed to spur them 
on. Despite the 3 points conceded, the Sods valiantly marched into Chew’s half and gave 
them a torrid time as Joe Horton, Gavin Edgar, and Jon Cook tested their defensive resolve.  

Luke Taylor and Pete Butcher were introduced after the break and made the impact that 
was expected. Just two minutes into the second half, Sodbury stripped the ball from Chew 
in a maul, again. Bradley then set off from his own half on a fatiguing 60m dash into a stiff 
breeze for a morale-boosting try which Jon Cook improved. Sodbury were looking more 
dangerous now as the beneficial ball carrying from Niall Kincaid and Otto Avent was 
ramped up a notch by Butcher. He looked as solid as a Volvo as he battered into the visitors’ 
defence, giving a great target for the rest of the pack.  

The Sods scored again following a lineout. The ball was moved right after each ruck until 
significant territory had been eaten up. Bradley burst down the blindside and, with Magic 
Circle sleight of hand, managed to offload in the tackle. Jon Cook effervesced onto it: 
breaking two tackles as he ate up the metres through the 22, he converted his score to edge 
Sodbury ahead 14 – 13.  They suffered another yellow card soon after Cook’s try but this 
didn’t dent their march into the Chew 22.  



Sodbury kept at the visitors through powerful scrummaging and close-quarter, high-
intensity forward drives. When they finally coughed the ball up and Chew cleared 
downfield they missed touch. On hand was dangerous broken-field runner Horton – he 
caught it and dazzled in the gloom as he re-entered the 22. The Sods swept through 
multiple phases until the pressure became too much and Chew gave away a penalty. As the 
forwards from both teams untangled themselves, livewire scrum-half Tom Head struck 
with the speed of a cobra. He tapped the ball to himself and wove an intricate path from 
15m out for a try under the posts, which Jon Cook converted.  

The game looked to be going the way of the hosts, despite Chew kicking a long-range 
penalty on 40 minutes. With only injury time left, Sodbury restarted the game and 
promptly conceded a scrum on halfway. Chew made a speculative punt towards the corner 
and gave chase. Sodbury’s first responder was nudged out of the way and the ball fallen on 
by a jubilant Chew Valley winger – the conversion was unsuccessful and the game was 
drawn.  

Captain Matt Cook expressed his admiration for his team afterwards, saying: “This was a 
fine battling display from a tight group who believe not only in each other but also in the 
guidance of the coaching team”.  

 


